business
partners.

ALL FROM ONE
The real one-stop-shop solution for serialization!

“I N OUR SERIALIZATION PROJECT WE HAD SOME
TOUGH LUCK AT THE BEGINNING. WITH THE
TRAXEED TEAM, THERE WAS IMMEDIATELY A NEW
CONFIDENCE LEVEL IN THE PROJECT TEAM …”


CLIENT PROJECT MANAGER

THE TOPIC
In May 2018 we were called to a meeting to a customer’s site.
The client quickly adressed a concrete question to our team:
Can Traxeed communicate with a specific third party Level 2
solution, which was in place already on one line? The other
solution was from a supplier who decided to drop the serialization business, which of course lead to a certain level of
uncertainty with the client.
During the meeting the Traxeed team clearly understood: this
client needs a reliable partner with deep serialization expertise
across all levels. Talking about our tremendous experience
across all five levels of serialization and aggregation, the atmosphere in the meeting completely changed. Mutual trust
was established just within one afternoon! At the end of the
meeting the clients’ new request was verbalized:
“Traxeed – can you please ensure that level one to five is up
and running on my premises?”
Of course Traxeed can.
“Pharma. Competence. Combined.” is not just a slogan to
us. All involved Traxeed players know pharma inside out, as
Traxeed’s clients are almost exclusively from this industry.

services. This was reviewed by another specialized company,
and was well appreciated.
After the initial set-up, the Traxeed team as well took care of
the onboarding of the clients’ business partners to the new
IT-serialization environment.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

New concept for client under time
pressure (deadline in Europe)

Quick delivery of all necessary components

Traxeed domain expert taking care of project execution

Provisioning of validation documentation

Onboarding of business partners

Training and training documentation

Go-live support

Hypercare

With this in mind, the plan was designed and, like the wind,
approved.

Upgrade of line one with Traxeed equipment

Complete new line two, with ItemUnit, CaseUnit,
and PalletUnit, the Traxeed Multi Line Manager
(MLM), plus communication to business partners.

“In our Serialization project we had some tough luck at the
beginning. With the Traxeed team, there was immediately a
new confidence level in the project team, as everybody in the
team realized that this will become a success. And the good
thing about it: it proofed to be true. I’ll surely rely on Traxeed
for upcoming serialization and aggregation projects.”


– Client Project Manager

The complete validation documentation was delivered as part
of the project by Traxeed as well in order to provide the full

The client is now running serialization at full speed, aggregation will be added on top in Q2/2019.
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Traxeed Multi Line Manager
The Traxeed Multi Line Manager Web is a configurable webbased software solution. It manages data and information
for connected Traxeed Line Controllers or Item Experts used
in production.
The Traxeed MultiLine Manager Web displays actual batch
data for each connected production line component, and
manages all required data centrally on a server. Besides the
communication with the Traxeed Line Controllers or Item
Experts, the Multi Line Manager Web also exchanges data
with superordinate systems like Arvato CSDB, SAP ATTP,
SAP ICH, Tracelink and other ERP or MES.

Arvato CSDB
Arvato CSDB provides a flexible and scalable solution for your
coming serialization requirements. With extensive know-how
from many serialization projects, this solution is scalable in

order to meet the needs for large corporations, medium-sized
companies, or single-site CMOs. The system is capable of
connecting to various systems, internal and external.
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Traxeed CaseUnit-Top Layer

Traxeed PalletUnit-Single Element

The Traxeed CaseUnit-Top Layer is a manual workstation
for aggregation, serialization and verfication of cases in the
pharmaceutical packaging process.
The CaseUnit-Top Layer combines ergonomic element
handling, high end vision technology for identification, label
printing and label verification. Configurable software features
with an integrated label designer make the system compliant
with track and trace regulations worldwide.

The Traxeed PalletUnit-Single Element is a manual work-station for aggregation, serialization and verification of pallets in
the pharmaceutical packaging process.The Traxeed PalletUnit-Single Element combines element identification, label
printing and label verification on smallest footprint. Configurable software features with an integrated label designer
make the system compliant with track and trace regulations
worldwide.

Traxeed ItemUnit
The Traxeed ItemUnit is a modular system for online coding,
serialization and verification of single items in the pharmaceutical packaging process. It combines a precise product
transport (four lane conveyors) with printing, vision control,
reject system and the batch controller. Configurable software
features with integrated label designer and automatic vision
configuration based on the label design make the system
compliant with track and trace regulations worldwide.
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